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Abstract In this paper, we applied a pigeon-inspired obstacle-avoidance model to the flight of quadrotor

UAVs through environments with obstacles. Pigeons bias their flight direction by considering the largest gap

and minimum required steering. Owing to the similarities between pigeon flocks and UAV swarms in terms

of mission requirements, the pigeon-inspired obstacle-avoidance model is used to control a UAV swarm so

that it can fly through a complex environment with multiple obstacles. The simulation and flight results

illustrate the viability and superiority of pigeon-inspired obstacle avoidance for quadrotor UAVs.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have received greater attention owing to its increasing

utilization in military and civilian fields, especially in local conflicts. Obstacle avoidance is crucial for

UAVs while performing tasks at high speed. To date, studies on UAV obstacle avoidance have been

widely conducted with much research focusing on modeling and solution methods. The approaches can

be divided into three categories: stereo vision based on sensors [1–3], stereo vision based on onboard

cameras [4], and algorithms for UAV path planning with obstacle avoidance [5, 6]. Considering the

limitations of UAV take-off weight and real-time performance during battles, the above methods cannot

always satisfy the requirements.

Similar to a UAV swarm, many flying animals have evolved impressive abilities to avoid collisions with

obstacles [7]. Birds fly around buildings, street lamps and vehicles with proficiency and depend on vision

to navigate through the environments with obstacles. For example, echolocation is used by big brown

bats to avoid obstacles while tracking flying insects at night, and goshawks chase prey through dense

woodlands at high speed. Flight models based on birds have been developed widely by researchers for

application to UAV swarms [8–10].

Among birds, pigeons have successfully colonized cities, which are highly three-dimensional environ-

ments [11]. Pigeons have a wide panoramic field of view for predator detection. Hence, Lin et al. [12]

examined short-range guidance of pigeons flying through randomized sets of vertical obstacles to establish

a flight model for obstacle avoidance. They concluded that pigeons must first identify relevant obstacles
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and then select a suitable gap aim. The strategy of gap selection is generally decomposed into two con-

current and possibly competing objectives [13]: maximizing clearance between obstacles and minimizing

required steering. That is, pigeons do not simply steer to the nearest opening along their flight direction

or towards their destination. They bias their flight direction towards larger visual gaps while making

fast steering decisions. This behavioural model converts obstacle avoidance behavior into a target-aiming

behavior, which is easier to implement in UAVs. Owing to the similarity between pigeons and UAVs in

terms of mission requirements, the pigeon obstacle-avoidance model is applied to control UAVs in this

study, enabling them to fly through a complex environment with multiple obstacles [14]. However, the

contributions of this paper also include the technologies supporting UAV testbed in frastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 models the behavior of pigeons to safely fly to

their destination in an environment with obstacles and maps the model to a UAV swarm. The system

architecture of UAVs is presented in Section 3, including a description of the hardware, software and

network that enable field tests of this magnitude. Simulation and flight results and a discussion of the

data are shown in Section 4. Our concluding remarks are summarized in Section 5, along with suggestions

for future research.

2 Obstacle avoidance model

2.1 Pigeon obstacle-avoidance model

In this paper, we consider three obstacle avoidance procedures: (i) identifying the obstacles, (ii) selecting

suitable gap, and (iii) implementing steering. As shown in Figure 1, pigeons first identify obstacles

through visual perception, and pigeons have limited visual perception that fall within ±45◦ of the flight

direction. Therefore, the current obstacles within the field of view are three trees labeled numbered 1

through 3. Considering visual gaps and steering, pigeons subsequently aim their flight direction towards

a larger gap with minimized required steering. It is obvious that θ1 > θ2, and steering must be minimized

by a steering controller. Finally, pigeons aim their flight direction and fly through the obstacles.

The steering controller used here is designed as follows. According to flight guidance conventions [15],

a pigeon’s flight direction angular velocity θ̇pigeon is set as the control variable. We construct a simple

PID controller with a visuomotor delay τ and three constant steering gains: proportional gain for steering

KP , integral gain for steering KI , and derivative gain for steering KD. This steering controller is modeled

as follows:

θ̇pigeon(t) = KP · θ(t− τ) +KI ·

∫
θ(t− τ)dt+KD · θ̇(t− τ), (1)

where t is time and θpigeon is the flight direction. θ is the angular deviation from the steering aim θaim
given by

θ = θpigeon − θaim. (2)

The flight direction at the next time is updated by

θ(t+ 1) = θpigeon + θ̇pigeon(t). (3)

The controller parameters are continuously adjusted to obtain a smooth and stable obstacle-avoidance

path. For comparison, a more conventional obstacle repellence model similar to that in [16] was fit into

our steering controller. During flight, obstacles have tendency to change as they are approached. Then,

the appropriate steering is calculated using

αi = (θpigeon − θi) ·
θth

θpigeon − θi
·
Rth

Ri

, (4)

where αi is the desired steering aim relative to the obstacle to avoid, θi is the angular location of the

obstacle, Ri is the distance from the obstacle, θth is the angular threshold, Rth is the detection threshold.

While the obstacle is located at the edge of the detection threshold and with minimum detection distance,
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Figure 1 (Color online) Model framework of obstacle avoidance by pigeons.

αi is equal to the difference between θpigeon and θi, and the steering aim becomes the pigeon’s flight

direction. As the obstacle distance and angle decrease, αi increases rapidly and drives the steering away

from the obstacle. When there exist multiple obstacles within the detection distance, the steering aim is

θaim =
∑

(θi + αi). (5)

Gaussian noise can be added to a simulation to represent the uncertainty of sensors.

2.2 UAV swarm obstacle avoidance model

Inspired by the pigeon obstacle avoidance model, we designed the obstacle avoidance algorithm for a

UAV swarm. The primary steps of the algorithm are as follows:

Step 1. Get the positions of all obstacles;

Step 2. Get the self-status-message and subscribe status messages of other UAVs;

Step 3. Calculate the distances and direction angles for all obstacles, and then select the obstacles

within the angular threshold θth and detection threshold Rth;

Step 4. Based on the obstacle avoidance rule, (i) select the dangerous obstacle O1 that is at the

minimum distance from the UAV; (ii) calculate the gap angles between dangerous obstacles and other

obstacles, and select the obstacle O2 with the largest differential angle; (iii) set the median value of the

angle between obstacle O1 and O2 as the steering direction;

Step 5. Avoid inertial collision: (i) calculate the distances between other UAVs, and then select

dangerous UAVs within the angular threshold and safe distance; (ii) update the steering direction using

the following equation:

θaim = atan 2(hdg y, hdg x), (6)

hdg x = (cos(θpigeon) + cos(θ1) + · · ·+ cos(θm))/m, (7)

hdg y = (sin(θpigeon) + sin(θ1) + · · ·+ sin(θm))/m, (8)

where m is the number of dangerous UAVs, θ1, . . . , θm are angles between the vectors from the current

UAV and other dangerous UAVs;

Step 6. Update the flight direction using Eqs. (1) and (2).
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Figure 2 (Color online) UAV system components.

Table 1 List of core flight system components

Component Version

Airframe ProHawk 650

Avionics Pixhawk autopilot

Autonomy CPU Hardkernel Odroid XU4

Payload link Ethernet, USB, WiFi, radio, adapter (2 GHz)

Power Tiger 5200 mAh/ 11.1 V/ 25 C/ 4 S

Propulsion T-Motor U-Power U3 700 KV

ESC T-Motor 40 A

GPS/Compass 3DR UBLOX NEO-M8N

RC TX/RX WFT-0SII and WFR09S

3 System architecture

3.1 Flight system

Figure 2 shows the ProHawk 650 quadrotor UAV. The airframe selection was driven by several criteria

of varying significance, including: mission capability, size, weight, flight speed, configuration, endurance,

and cost, among others. The primary components are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Software systems

As Figure 3 shows, the Odroid XU4 payload computer links to the Pixhawk through USB ports, sends

task instructions via the Mavlink protocol, and receives flight status simultaneously. The ground station

is a software, named Mission Planner, which communicates with UAVs through a data transfer unit.

Wireless lan card generates wifi signal and establishes a communication network. The transmitter is read

via the S-BUS protocol.
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Figure 3 (Color online) The software platform.

Figure 4 (Color online) Communication mode.

3.3 Communication system

In our experimentation, a distributed communication network is used for communication in the UAV

swarm. A robot operating system (ROS) is an open-source framework originally created for building

robotic software [17]. It consists of libraries, tools, and conventions which greatly simplify the task

of building a complex robotic system. Due to the open source nature of the framework, ROS has an

increasing number of different tools which make interfacing with different sensors and devices much

easier [18]. In our experiments, the publish-subscribe model in ROS was used to support communication

between UAVs. All UAVs adopt the broadcast mode to publish the flight status (latitude, longitude,

altitude, heading, velocity, and so on) and subscribe the message from other UAV.

Compared to the leader-follower communication network, as shown in Figure 4, a distributed com-

munication network can obtain more comprehensive and accurate flight information in the line of duty,

which improves network stability.
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Table 2 Initial states

Variable Description Values

PUAV Position of the UAV swam [1, 5, 10], [1, 25, 10], [6, 5, 10], [6, 25, 10]

Pobstacle Position of the centers of obstacle areas [16, 5, 10], [16, 25, 10], [26, 15, 10]

φUAV Heading angle of the UAV swam [00, 00, 00, 00]

Table 3 Parameter setting

Parameter Description Value

θth Angular threshold ±45◦

Rth Detection threshold 20 m

NUAV Number of UAVs 4

Nobstacle Number of obstacles 3

VUAV UAV flight speed 0.1 m/s

T Simulation time 500 s
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Figure 5 (Color online) Three-dimension simulation re-

sults.

Figure 6 (Color online) Plan view of the simulation re-

sults.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Simulation test

In the simulation, the UAV swarm is expected to avoid three target areas based on the obstacle-avoidance

algorithm with multiple goals, consisting of avoiding targets, maintaining formation, and maintaining

airspeed. The initial states of the UAV swarm are shown in Table 2. The control parameters are listed

in Table 3. The kinestates of the UAV swarm are subsequently updated using (6). The simulated flight

paths of the UAV swarm are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

As one can see in Figures 5 and 6, the obstacle areas are represented by three cylinders and three

circles, respectively. It is clear that the UAV swarm could always stay a safe distance from the obstacles

and maintain a stable formation simultaneously. Figure 7 shows how the heading angle changes. The data

reflects that the maximum turning rate occurs after 420 s. The maximum turning rate is approximately

equal to 0.0565 rad/s (3.24 degree/s), which is less than the maximum allowed turning rate value. As the

airspeed vector varies with steering direction, it is easy to maintain airspeed at a constant value during

the simulation.

4.2 Live-fly experimentation

During flight experiments, the obstacle avoidance algorithm is coded into the Odroid XU4 payload com-

puter in each UAV. Pixhawk can receive cmmands from the Odroid, thus controlling the flight of the

UAV, and the UAV status is fed back to the Odroid. The UAV swarm formation during flight experiment

is shown in Figure 8. During flight experiments, the mission of UAV1 and UAV2 is to detect and avoid
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Figure 7 (Color online) Flight direction of the UAVs.
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Figure 8 (Color online) Flight scene of the UAV swarm. Figure 9 (Color online) Flight path of the UAV swarm.

obstacles, while the tasks of UAV3 and UAV4 are pramarily tracking the paths of UAV1 and UAV2, as

well as avoiding collisions with other UAVs. Information on obstacles is transferred to the UAVs by the

ground station.

Figure 9 is shown using the flight data for two quadrotor UAVs, which primarily perform the task

of avoiding obstacles. The flight data is obtained from the Mission Planner connected to the Pixhawk.

Because the flight data contains the latitude and longitude of the UAVs, the points in Figure 9 are

obtained by calculating the relative distance between the initial point and other flight points in order to

make the flight path more visible. As one can see in Figure 9, the experimental flight trajectory is similar

to that from a simulation test. At beginning, two UAVs could detect obstacle1 and obstacle2 in front of

them and change course to avoid both obstacles. Then, the UAVs fly forward until obstacle3 is detected.

The UAVs update their optimal steering direction using the obstacle avoidance algorithm. When there

is no obstacle within the angular threshold and detection threshold, the UAVs would fly back on their

original course. The flight paths in Figure 9 show that the UAVs fly safely through the obstacles without

collisions, and our proposed pigeon-inspired obstacle avoidance model is shown to be viable.

The flight path in Figure 9 is not as smooth as that in Figure 6, possibly due to the following reasons:

(1) The simulation test does not consider weather disturbances during flight. During flight experiments,

the UAV swarm might be influenced by the wind or other disturbances.

(2) During flight experiments, GPS location is not accurate, which guides the UAVs to a position

deviated from the correct position.

(3) Communication between the UAVs has a time delay, which could not be eliminated by the steering

controller.
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5 Conclusion

The use of UAV swarms enhances the ability to control battle-field situations, but it also requires signif-

icant investments in obstacle avoidance technologies owing to the large scale of UAV deployments. As

there is some similarities between pigeon flocks and UAV swarms in terms of their mission requirements,

the pigeon-inspired obstacle avoidance model was used to guide UAV swarms. The simulation results

illustrate the successful application to a UAV swarm in an environment with obstacles, and the measured

data also reflects the viability of the obstacle avoidance model. The live-fly results show that the UAV

swarm could fly through multiple obstacle areas and avoid collisions with other UAVs in a real flight

environment. Although we have shown that our proposed model is viable, it must be further optimized.

We will also develop further theoretical research on obstacle avoidance and its application to UAV swarm

control in order to promote the emergent intelligence of unmanned systems.
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